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1. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
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Group-A 

�'1-� 

Answer Question No. 1 and any four from the rest. 

�if'. � ��� � � Cffl � 2Jffi ffl' W, I

Answer any eight questions from the following 

� Cffl � 2iffi ffl' w, :

a) What do you mean by economic development ?

b) What do you mean by 'unbalanced growth theory'?

c) What do you mean by optimum population ?

d) What is seasonal unemployment ?

e) What do you mean by disguised unemployment ?

f) What do you mean by technological progress ?

8 X 2 = 16 
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g) What is capital output ratio ?

�� ��9ff'R �� �

h) What is intellectual property right?

i) What are the full forms of BPO and KPO ?

j) What is Foreign Direct Investment ?

2. What are the main structural features of developing economies ? State and discuss
four main obstacles of development. · 16

3. Explain the role of Agriculture in Economic Development. How far Agriculture is
complementary to Industry ? Discuss. 8 + 8

4. What is Balanced Growth? Give the arguments in favour of Balanced Growth. What
are the main limitations of this theory ? 4 + 6 + 6

5. Discuss the two-way relationship between Population Growth and Economic
Development. 16

6. Write a critical note on the impact of International trade upon Economic Development.

16 

7. What do you understand by Gender Development Index ? Discuss the problem of
Gender inequality in a developing country. 4 + �2

BPO ~q"~ KPO -~ 9!~9f ~ I 
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Discuss the objectives and functions of IMF. 

Write short notes on any two:

(a) HDI

(c) WTO

h�(QT�.�): 

(<1>) ��� 

(�) ��"{�� 

(b) LDCs

(d) MNCs.

Group-B 

�'5f - � 

Answer Question No, 10 and any one from the rest. 

10. Answer any two of the following :

a) Define secondary data.

b) Define sample.

c) What are the different parts of a table ?

d) Define attributes and variables.
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11. What are the advantages of sampling methods over complete enumeration ? What do 

you mean by classification and tabulation of data? 10 + 6 

91.cf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? m ~llffif ~~ M~ll>tfl., \!l~~ ~ Pl~ll>tflst ~ ~ 

~ ? 

12. What is Bar Diagram? What are the different types of Bar Diagram ? Construct a Bar 

Diagram using the following Profit & Loss data of a firm for the period of 2001 -2006. 

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Profit (Rs.) 3000 5000 3500 - - 4000 

Loss (Rs.) - - - 3000 2500 -

~ ~ * R ~ ~ ? (!)~ ~ ~ '(3 ~ ~ ? (!)~ ~ ~~tt.:i-?i ~00~ - ~00\1, ~ ffl 

~-e~~-r~RH<Of : 

4Jt."P.f ~00~ ~00~ ~00~ ~008 ~00~ ~00~ 
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